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Result
Immediate Absorption to the post of AGM and JGM in Civil. Elect. and S&T

{Ref. Advt. No. O5/2O121

As a result of the interviews ?teld on 18.02.2013 lo 22.02.2013 for the post of AGM and
JGM in Civil, trlect. and S&T, only the following candidates have been provisionally selected for
medical examination.

Posts Name (S/Sh.) Roll No. Parent Org.
AGM/Civil 0 Sandesh Srivastava

ii) Anurag Sharma
iii) Sanieev Malik

111018

111010
7t1027

IRCON
BSNL
DMRC

AGM/Elect Linsrai Patnaik 112002 IREI,
AGM/S&T Manish Kumar 113004 DOT
]t.GM/Civil 0 Baldev Singh jaryal

ii) Santosh Kumar Jha
iii) Mohan Sineh

211029
21"1017

211008

IRCON
NTPC
IRCON

It.GM/Elect. None qualified
It.GM/S&T i) Rudra Kumar Mishra

ii) Pradeep Kumar
iii) Alok Gupta

213002
213003
213001

RITES
ITI Ltd.
ITI Ltd.

2. Individual letters to the above candidates are being sent indicating the date, time & place
to undergo medical examination and also the various terms and conditions of appointment
including execution of an Service agreement-cum-Bond of appropriate amount/duration, etc.
Only those who are found medically fit for appointment and accepts all the terms and
conditions of appointment will be issued an offer letter with further directions for
training/joining.

3. For medical examination, the candidates will have to report at DFCCIL's Corporate
Office' New Delhi as per the date & time indicated in the individual letter. The candidates may
have to overstay for medical examination for which he/she should make arrangements at
his/her own expenses. No additional time will be given and the candidature of the candidates
for not reporting on the scheduled date of medical examination is liable to be forfeited. Journey
fare for medical examination will NOT be admissible.

4. It should be noted
medical examination shall
appointment in DFCCIL.

by
not

lhe above candidates that merely calling the candidates for
in any way entitle them any right/claim for empanelment or

the above results, the possibility of
undertake responsibility of such errors

5. Though the letters to individual candidates are being sent but DFCCIL will not be
responsible for the postal delay or wrong delivery, if any. The candidates who do not get the
letter for medical examination may contact the HR unit of Corporate Office of DFCCIL (Tel.No.:
011-23454890).

6. While everj- cAr' h4r. been taken in preparing
inadvertent errors cannot be ruled out. DFCCIL does not
and reserves the right to rectify the same later on.
The results can be seen at: u.u.w.dfccil.org.

Date: l$.03.2013
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